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Chicopee®

At Chicopee®, we’re obsessed with cleaning. Always have been, probably 
always will be. Small wonder, then, that for over 40 years we’ve focused 
on developing the widest range of wipes and solutions for a variety of 
cleaning applications for the professional market. 

During this time we’ve developed solutions for dust and dirt pickup, 
polishing, degreasing, sealing, absorbing, sanitizing and floor cleaning. 
We’ve gathered volumes of knowledge and information about the worst 
kinds of dirt and the best ways of eliminating it. This means we can offer 
our customers an ever-increasing range of quality nonwoven products. 
Whatever the application may be, we’ve already thought about it… 
and developed a solution. 

As one of the world’s leading manufacturers of nonwoven cleaning wipes, 
we have the expertise, the trade partnerships with leading companies, 
as well as an ongoing research and development to continuously improve 
our product range. 

Yes, we may be obsessed with cleaning. For us - and our customers -  
it all makes perfect sense. 

Clean stronger, much stronger, with nonwoven wipes.
Nonwoven wipes are a combination of natural and synthetic fibers. 
Using a variety of advanced manufacturing techniques, we modify their 
structure to create individual wipes with specific cleaning properties. 
As Chicopee® controls the full process, from fiber production to finished 
product, we can guarantee both quality and the best value for money.

Chicopee® nonwoven wipes have several advantages over traditional 
cleaning cloths: they are more hygienic, are colour coded and are 
cost-effective due to their relative durability. As a result, Chicopee® 
wipes have become the preferred choice in all sectors with strict 
standards on hygiene and cleanliness. These sectors include Health 
Care institutions, professional cleaning companies, hotels, restaurants, 
catering companies and food processing companies. 

Our range of wiping products comprises Food & Service wipes, Janitorial 
wipes, Building Care wipes and a range of Industrial wipes. In addition, 
our wipes are widely specified in the automotive and printing industry, 
where they are used to perform a variety of specific cleaning tasks.
In general, Chicopee® Hygiene wipes are designed to provide the 
ultimate in cleaning power, wherever hygiene is crucial and HACCP 
(Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points) standards need to be maintained. 
HACCP working conditions are set to systematically identify, evaluate, 
control and prevent potential hygiene-related risks.  

Food & Service

Going spotless 
with Food & Service 
Hygiene wipes.



For Food & Service, 
Chicopee® wipes 
offer a practical and 
hygienic solution.

What makes a Chicopee® wipe so valuable for Food & Service? 
Just think about all those bits of food and dirt that need to be cleaned 
up. Bacteria and different sorts of micro-organisms need moist, nutrition 
and warm temperatures to grow. Because our wipes are so easily rinsed 
and dry so quickly, bacteria don’t get any chance to grow and multiply. 
There are simply no food particles remaining in a Chicopee® cloth. 
The wipe remains hygienic and fresh for a longer time. 

Another Chicopee® cleaning obsession: colour coded wipes.
It’s probably not too surprising, but Chicopee® has extensive knowledge 
about Food & Service wipes; we understand the importance of colour 
coding our products. The use of different colours, blue, green, red, yellow 
and white, gives our customers optimal hygiene. The use of Chicopee® 
wipes in these five different colours gives you the opportunity to set up 
a specific cleaning system where each colour has a specific cleaning area 
and task, which helps ensure that materials are not used in multiple areas. 
This way the risk of using a contaminated cloth in a hygiene environment 
can be eliminated, therefore minimising the risk of cross-contamination. 

Our colour coding helps you develop your own control system in the 
wiping operation. The below mentioned colour coding scheme is an 
example for a restaurant.* 

 Colour Cleaning area
 Blue General restaurant areas; e.g. tables, trays etc. 
 Red Washrooms, floors and toilets
 Yellow Disinfection of kitchen appliances; e.g. knives etc.
 Green Kitchen and food preparation areas
 White Other general cleaning.

* This is advisory, not mandatory.

A bird’s eye view of Chicopee® Food & Service wipes.
Tomorrow’s hygiene starts with today’s cleanup. Chicopee® products 
provide a practical and highly effective way of getting the job done.

In addition to the commonly used open structure wipes with excellent 
absorption and food particles pick-up such as J-Cloth® Lavette, we also 
have wipes especially designed for those cleaning jobs where you 
traditionally would use a paper or textile product. Chicopee® Chux® and 
Boxer® wipes combine the best of both worlds: nonwoven and paper, 
while our Cook Towel delivers textile properties into a nonwoven product.  

J-Cloth® Lavette
The world’s most renowned cleaning wipe, J-Cloth® Lavette is the 
lightweight, disposable hygiene wipe for daily use. J-Cloth® Lavette 
is economic in use, easy to rinse and dries quickly.

Lavette Plus
Lavette Plus is the medium weight cleaning cloth for all-purpose wiping. 
Lavette Plus is highly absorbent and pleasant to handle with a quick- 
drying action preventing bacterial growth. With a mildly abrasive effect, 
Lavette Plus guarantees a smooth result. 

Lavette Super
The world’s most hygienical cleaning wipe, Lavette Super is the heavy-
weight, durable hygiene wipe for repeated use. The unique open weave 
of Lavette Super ensures perfect absorption and excellent pickup of the 
toughest particles. Lavette Super is machine washable up to 15 times 
and has a unique feature which physically prevents the “picked-up” 
germs to grow.

Chux® Hygiene and Boxer®

Chux® Hygiene and Boxer® wipes have the absorption capacity and 
speed that is common to paper products. They also have the strength 
of nonwoven wipes. When paper wipes get wet, they fall apart and 
disintegrate. Not good while cleaning. When Chux® Hygiene and 
Boxer® products become wet, they absorb the liquid but remain strong 
and intact. They even are rinsable, making them very economical to 
use. Simply wring them out and use them again and again. 

Cook Towel
Another excellent product in our Food & Service range is the Cook Towel 
- a special wipe designed to replace the cotton tea towel used by many 
chef cooks. This strong, hard-wearing white towel resists temperatures up 
to 230 °C. This is a huge benefit in kitchens where hot plates are handled, 
as well as hot stoves or dishwashers. Besides resisting heat, this towel also 
absorbs spilt liquids or food remnants with its open-hole structure. 
Because the product has a certain thickness, it feels good to handle and 
is strong enough to wipe even dried-in spillage or dirt. When the wipe is 
dirty, either throw it away or put it in the washing machine.

Food & Service wipes collection.



A few tips for keeping it squeaky clean. 

Implement the colour-code cleaning advise in order to comply with 

HACCP hygiene code.

Be sure to use the wipe folded flat to get the best contact with the surface. 

Wipes are best used with light hand pressure and slow movements that

provides ultimate dirt pick-up and leaves a clean surface.

When a cloth is used on one side, re-fold the cloth to have a clean side for 

the next operation.

Cleaning cloths used on surfaces that may directly or indirectly contact food 

can best be used only once.  

Don’t be a source of contamination… don’t touch or lean on cleaned surfaces.

Used wipes should be well rinsed and hang to dry for optimal hygiene.

Art. No. Size (cm) Colour Content Prod. Type Dispenser

J-Cloth®  Lavette 

74430 61 x 36 10 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74431 61 x 36 10 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74432 61 x 36 10 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74433 61 x 36 10 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74434 61 x 36 10 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74428 34 x 36   20 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74435 34 x 36   20 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74436 34 x 36   20 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74437 34 x 36   20 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74498 34 x 36   20 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D4

74429 53 x 61 22 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D4

84525 37 x 22 1x 300 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

84526 37 x 22 1x 300 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

84527 37 x 22 1x 300 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

84546 37 x 22 1x 300 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

84547 37 x 22 1x 300 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

Lavette Plus

74535 43 x 38 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74536 43 x 38 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74537 43 x 38 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74538 43 x 38 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74539 43 x 38 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

Lavette Super

74464 51 x 36 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74465 51 x 36 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74466 51 x 36 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74467 51 x 36 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74468 51 x 36 6 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

74474 51 x 36 12 x 10 wipes Folded wipes D2

Chux®

84522 37 x 22 1x 250 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

84523 37 x 22 1x 250 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

84552 37 x 19 1x 150 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

Boxer® 

74653 43 x 36 14 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D2

74654 51 x 36 28 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

84580 37 x 33 1x 450 sheets Roll D6, D7

84581 37 x 22 1x 240 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

Boxer® Plus 

74655 43 x 36 12 x 50 wipes Folded wipes D2

74656 51 x 36 24 x 25 wipes Folded wipes D2

84582 37 x 33 1x 450 sheets Roll D6, D7

84583 37 x 22 1x 210 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

Boxer® Super 

74657 43 x 36 12 x 40 wipes Folded wipes D2

Cook Towel

84500 61 x 32 1x 333 sheets Roll D6, D7

84524 61 x 22 1x 75 sheets Centrefeed roll D3

Where there’s food, 
there’s dirt. 
Where there’s dirt, 
there better
be Chicopee®. 

Food & Service Range.

D2 D3 D4 D6 D7

Art. No. Prod. Type Dispenser

Dispensers 

7610010 Transparent  wall dispenser D2

7602200 Centrefeed roll dispenser D3

7610002 White wall dispenser D4

7600100 Hanging roll dispenser D6

8412100 Standing roll dispenser D7



Food & Service

Building Care

Industry

Health Care

Automotive

After Market

PGI Nonwovens . Lange Oijen 16 . 5433 NG Katwijk
PO Box 15 . 5430 AA Cuijk . The Netherlands

T + 31 485 398 426
F + 31 485 398 425

E. info@chicopee-europe.com
www.chicopee-europe.com

Chicopee is a registered trademark of PGI Nonwovens
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Chicopee®. Keeping it clean. 


